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Season 4, Episode 20
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The Final Mission from the Boss



Mista and Giorno were able to defeat Ghiaccio. They then confirm the mission on the disc and head to the location they're supposed to take Trish. Bucciarati goes up the tower with Trish, but while they're in the elevator, Trish suddenly disappears. Bucciarati then realizes what the boss's true motives are.
Quest roles:
Shinnosuke Ogami(Priest (voice)), Ikuji Nose(Police officer (voice)), Hiromichi Tezuka(Drug dealer 2 (voice)), Sayaka Senbongi(Schoolgirl B (voice)), Katsuyuki Konishi(Diavolo (voice)), Natsu Yorita(Female guard B (voice)), Nozomi Nishida(Girl B (voice)), Shizuka Ishigami(Bruno Bucciarati (young) (voice)), Tatsuhiro Kikuchi(Drug dealer 1 (voice)), Hironori Shiojiri(Paramedic (voice)), Haruka Shimizu(Bruno's mother (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
23 February 2019, 01:00
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